
From:                                         Carmel Edwards

Sent:                                           10 June 2019 10:22

To:                                               Jinder Ubhi

Subject:                                     FW: NBTA response to the London Plan

 

Hi Jinder

 

Can you redact this please and save with the others participant suggested changes?

 

These can now all be published.  I will send the text for the web page and news item..

 

Thanks

 

Carmel

 

 

 

From: Graham Ryder <ryderplumber@yahoo.co.uk> 

Sent: 07 June 2019 15:58

To: Jennifer Peters <Jennifer.Peters@london.gov.uk>

Cc: EIP Secretary <eip.secretary@london.gov.uk>

Subject: NBTA response to the London Plan

 

Dear Sir/ Madam

Thank you for the opportunity allowing NBTA London to put forward the concerns of the Bargee 

Traveller and London Continuous Cruiser Community without a home mooring they represent.

I have include a Word document at the bottom of the page about NBTA London for your perusal and 

reference but after our monthly meeting, I have summarized the relevant sections below that need 

amending to include our community. 

2 KEY THEMES

2.1 The NBTA proposes that the following Key Themes relate to the needs of boaters’ without a 
home mooring and bargees working on the water. This intersects with specific policies embodied in 
the Draft Plan and are addressed in this document:



ITEM KEY THEME POLICIES IMPACTED 2.1.1 Recognition and protection of the significant 
population of people using boats as homes in London without permanent moorings D4, D8, SI14, 
SI15, SI16, SI17, G4, G6

H16 2.1.2 Inclusion of the community of boat dwellers within any consultation on developments 
affecting London’s waterways D4, D8, SI14, SI15, SI16, SI17

2.1.3 Developments should not lead to any decrease in existing moorings and, where possible, 
should provide new facilities (Water points, elsan chemical and compost toilet disposal, pump out, 
refuse collection sites, toilet/shower facilities and electricity points in line with CRT’s clean air 
objectives) to London’s live-aboard boating community D4, D8, SI14, SI15, SI16, SI17, G4, G6

2.1.4 Overshadowing of the waterways, which stops boats generating clean solar electricity, to be 
avoided D4, D8

2.1.5 Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation requirements H16

 

I look forward to your response.

Yours sincerely

Graham Ryder

NBTA London Secretary and Rep.
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